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Sitler’s Spotlight: Charles City, IA 
 

Once upon a time, a regional lighting company and a Northeast Iowa town forged a prosperous 
partnership. In the fall of 2015, Sitler’s LED Supplies and Charles City started on a journey 
towards energy efficiency. Although not a large town, Charles City proved to be a community of 
people looking to improve their local businesses while saving money; all with the help of LED 
lights. Smack in the middle of MidAmerican country, Charles City businesses were able to take 
advantage of the amazing 2015 rebates, helping each business to save money each month on 
their energy bill with LEDs as well as on the initial cost of the product. 

Sitler’s had the chance to work with many businesses and organizations, from insurance offices 
to small boutiques to the local YMCA and school district! Today, we are going to shine the 
spotlight on a few of these great businesses and what inspired them to install LED lights. 

Sisson and Associates 

Back in late summer of 2015, Sitler’s worked with Sisson and Associates, a Charles City 
insurance office you come across as you pull into town. With very little windows in the building, 
LEDs have proven to brighten up their office. Bob Ingram stated, “As for working conditions, 
reading and things like that, we never knew how dull those other lights were. We thought those 
lights were bright, and they aren’t even close. And these lights aren’t hard on your eyes.” While 
LED lights range in color from bright blue to softer oranges and reds, Sisson and Associates 
chose a softer white light to brighten up the space and help them get through daily tasks, such 
as reading and filing, easier. “The telltale sign was when they put the lights in my office. Tom 
Sissons office had our old lights and all you saw was this dull, yellow hue. When you looked in 
my office everything was so bright and so clear. Like night and day,” stated Ingram. Sometimes 
you have to see to believe! 

Charles City YMCA 

When you’re headed to the gym you’re focused on the workout ahead. Yet, according to Lance 
Lasher, the Charles City YMCA director, “There were comments right away [from members] 
about the brightness and how everything looked whiter and cleaner.” Installing LED lights in the 
local YMCA not only impressed members by how bright the new lights were in comparison to 
the fluorescent ones, but the lights are already starting to pay off. Installed early in October, the 
YMCA is already seeing great energy savings! 

The Furniture Barn 

When you own your own business, keeping the bottom line in mind is essential. When your 
business also happens to be a furniture store, your products are just as important to protect. 
Mike Dugan, owner of The Furniture Barn in Charles City, IA, has not only noticed energy 
savings since installing lights in early fall of 2015, but his products have been benefiting as well. 
“We have the LED lighting in our lamps also and I love that they are a lot cooler. It makes it look 



a lot better. We have protective plastic wrapping on our shades and the 60 Watt bulbs made 
them decay and dry out. With these lights, they’re so cool, they don’t even hurt them.” Thanks to 
their cool touch, the LED bulbs keep products in the best condition possible. Also, due to the 
lack of UV ray emissions, Mike’s furniture won’t discolor under the LED bulbs. The fabric colors 
look their best and stay their best! As for his experience working with Sitler’s, and if he would 
recommend LED lights to other local businesses, Mike stated, “I probably wouldn’t recommend 
it if they couldn’t get you guys to do it. You guys have the best team a person could ever get in 
with.” 

A BIG THANK YOU FROM US TO CHARLES CITY! 

Sitler’s LED Supplies is grateful to have formed so many bonds and partnerships in the Charles 
City area. We’d like to thank the many business who’ve taken a great step toward energy 
efficiency with us! If you have any questions regarding your community’s available LED rebates 
and how you can benefit from LED lights, give us a call today at (319) 653-2123 or shoot us 
an email. 
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Energy Insights: Installing LEDs Before Solar Panels 
 
 
With an election right around the corner, the topics of climate change, global warming and 
energy efficient technologies are making their way into the spotlight. NextGen Climate has 
made a name for themselves by beginning a campaign titled #50by30. They’re calling on 
elected officials to power the United States with more than 50 percent clean energy by the year 
2030, in hopes of powering America with 100 percent clean energy by 2050. A large contributor 
to clean energy is solar power. However, solar panels are not as cost effective as they are 
energy efficient. With the help of LEDs, you can reduce the number and cost of solar panels 
needed to power your home or building! 

Step 1: Determining Your Solar Panel Needs 
 

Determining how many solar panels you need can be complicated. According to Sunpower, 
you consider your energy usage, your roofs useable surface, the climate and peak sunlight 
hours in your area, and the wattage and efficiency of solar panels. The first and most important 
step of this process is calculating your energy usage. In simple terms, the more energy you use, 
the more solar panels you’ll need. Here’s where LEDs step in. 

Step 2: Decrease Energy Usage to Decrease Solar Costs 
 

To decrease the number of solar panels needed to power your building, you’ll have to lower 
your energy consumption. There are simple ways to achieve this, such as turning off lights when 
you leave a room or setting your thermostat higher in the summer and lower in the winter. The 
most effective way to reduce your energy use is installing LED lights. LEDs improve energy 
efficiency in a number of ways. Due to LEDs reduced wattage, average households and 
businesses will see a 40 to 70 percent decrease in energy usage for lighting depending on the 
fixtures currently installed. This reduction in energy usage will lower the number and cost of 
solar panels! 

Step 3: Call Sitler’s to Get Started Today! 
 
If you’re interested in taking the next step toward energy efficiency, call us today to get a free 
LED quote! If you want to take it one step further by installing solar panels, we recommend 
using Moxie Solar to get started! 
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LEDs in Hospitals: A New Wave in Healthcare 
 
You’ve heard the phrase before. “You’re not feeling well, get some rest.” The phrase is common 
enough you may have never stopped and asked yourself, “Why rest?” Whether or not your 
illness kept you up all hours of the night, there is a greater reason your body needs rest when 
under the weather. The majority of doctors will tell you the key to healing and feeling better is 
linked directly to deep and restful sleep. To achieve deep and restful sleep, you must be able to 
regulate your body’s circadian rhythms. The best way to regulate circadian rhythms? Light. 

LEDS IN HOSPITALS: FASTER RECOVERY TIME 

In an age when humans spent the majority of their time outdoors, regulating circadian rhythms 
was quite simple. When you’re subjected to the sky’s bright blue light, this helps your body 
naturally adjust. However, humans today spend the mass majority of their time indoors. This 
lack of white/blue light affects our body’s rhythms, leading to restless sleep. 

When admitted to the hospital for an overnight or extended stay, a person receives even less 
natural light to help regulate the circadian cycle. This can become a vicious cycle. The lack of 
bright light leads to interrupted circadian rhythms that cause poor sleep patterns that then lead 
to a longer healing process which means more time in the hospital. Then the cycle begins 
again. Studies have also shown that hospital night-shift workers often suffer from poorly 
regulated circadian rhythms as well. Their lack of direct, bright light makes it difficult to keep a 
normal sleep pattern and lessens their focus and awareness on the job in comparison to the day 
shift workers. 

The issue with fluorescent lighting in hospitals is they have a very limited spectrum of light. In 
order to regulate the body’s circadian rhythms, you must be subjected to consistent daylight or 
consistent artificial full-spectrum lighting. Providing full-spectrum lighting with LEDs in hospitals 
can help reduce healing time and keep the staff alert. Hospitals can take LED technology one 
step further and install auto-dimmers as well. These dimmers can be set to mimic the natural 
light cycle of the day, helping to further regulate circadian rhythms. 

LEDS: THE NEXT STEP IN HEALTHCARE 

It seems like the next big wave in healthcare innovation isn’t a new miracle drug, but rather LED 
lighting! Something as small as proper lighting could mean less time in a hospital bed and more 
time soaking up natural full-spectrum light. The best part? It’s an easy fix! 

To learn more about LED innovations, news and articles, check out the rest of our blog 
page today! 
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8 LED Milestones 
 
While the most common use of LEDs today is overhead lighting, light emitting diodes got their 
start in the calculator and watch market! If you’ve ever used a Texas Instruments graphing 
calculator, you have LEDs to thank! To learn more about the evolution of LEDs, dive into the 
major LED milestones below! 

The First Red LED Light  

The first LED light being red was not made by choice, but rather by nature. The chemical 
combination used to make the first LED created a natural red light. Many indicator lights today 
remain red due to this discovery. 

The LED Pocket Calculator  

Before the invention of laptops, computers and smartphones, many people carried small pocket 
calculators to figure out tip percentages or solve more complicated math problems on the spot. 
By 1971, Mostek released the first LED-powered calculator, which was sold for $400. This piece 
of technology was soon followed by the Texas Instruments model, which soon became a 
household name and must have calculator for students. 

LED Watch Milestone 

Wristwatches today are more of a fashion over function accessory. Now we look at our phones 
and computer screens for the time of day. Before we became dependent on such technology, 
watches were much more function over fashion. Shortly after LED calculators hit the market, 
LED-powered wristwatches followed. As this was the first uses of LEDs in such a small 
package, most watches sold for around $2,000 at the time. 

Fun fact: after the 1975 invention of the LED calculator wristwatch, teachers began asking 
students to show their work on math examinations! 

The LED Flat Panel TV Screen  

By 1977, just two years after the LED calculator watch hit the market, James P. Mitchell created 
the first LED display screen. This new development quickly received recognition from NASA and 
international business representatives. 

The LED Light Source  

Before the 1990s, LEDs used in up-and-coming technologies were still registering on the red 
spectrum. After hard work and diligent research, the blue LED light was created. By 1993, LED 
lights already replaced many incandescent bulbs in the flashlight market, as they took less 
energy to power and lasted much longer. 



The Optical LED Mouse  

Before the invention of the optical computer mouse, many people used a mouse with a small 
ball to direct the arrow on their screen. However, the ball often got stuck and became 
problematic. By 1999, those frustrations came to an end with Microsoft’s optical mouse. Now, 
instead of using a mousepad, the technology allows users to move their mouse across any flat 
surface thank to the use of a red LED light as opposed to a small, temperamental ball. 

The Flatscreen LED Television  

CFL-lit TV screens have become less and less common over the course of 15 years as LED 
backlit screens become more popular. With less energy needed to power the TV and a brighter 
screen and better color contrast, it is easy to see why LED screens are now preferred when 
purchasing a new TV. 

LED City Lighting 

LEDs are no longer just taking over home and business, but entire cities. New Year’s Eve in 
Times Square comes to a climax with the dropping of the LED-lit ball, incandescent streetlights 
are being changed out for LEDs, even city Christmas lights and displays are powered by LED 
lights! 

If you are interested in learning more about LED milestones and innovations, check out our blog 
on the history of LEDs! 

To learn more about how you can utilize LEDs in your home or business, give us a call today at 
(319) 653-2123 or shoot us an email! 
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LED Lights and Student Learning 
 

The school year has officially begun! Your children will spend the next 180 school days in the 
same buildings and classrooms, absorbing as much knowledge as possible. Did you know the 
lighting they are learning under may impact exactly how much they are absorbing? Today we 
are going to take a look at how lighting, and LED lights in particular, affect student learning and 
performance in the classroom. 

HOW DOES LIGHT AFFECT US? 

Lighting can affect everything from vision to circadian rhythms to sleep patterns to moods and 
cognition in people of all ages. Light has even played a large part in evolution. Today, we have 
evolved into beings who run on a 24-hour cycle, due to the rising and falling of the sun. Different 
wavelengths of light have also shown to affect blood pressure, heart rate, brain activity and 
respiration. Almost every part of the human experience is impacted by light in some way. 

HOW DOES LIGHT AFFECT STUDENTS? 

As light affects all humans, it also affects students in particular learning environments. Poor 
lighting can lead to drowsiness, less productivity and focus, even poor test scores. The quality 
and color of lighting has been proven to impact students learning in several studies. Fluorescent 
lights, which are prone to flicker and dim over time, are often associated with visual distress and 
headaches in classrooms. 

Bright white lighting in classrooms has shown to improve students focus and productivity, which 
then leads to better learning and testing. A 2002 study of three school districts in the United 
States showed the classrooms offering the most daylight, using large windows and skylights, 
had the most noteworthy effect on student learning and performance. 

HOW DO LED LIGHTS AFFECT STUDENTS? 

Depending on your district’s school buildings, busting out walls to create larger windows and 
skylights may not be in the budget to improve student learning. However, LEDs offer a similar 
and more cost-effective solution. LED lights come in a number of color temperatures, including 
one that mimics bright daylight. Students who learn under LED lights tested better than 
students learning under fluorescent lighting. They remain more alert and focused throughout the 
day, allowing them to absorb all the information necessary. 

HOW CAN SITLER’S LED SUPPLIES HELP? 

Sitler’s LED Supplies partners with ISFIS, Inc. to bring Iowa school districts LED lights at a 
competitive price. We have worked with many satisfied schools so far and are looking to help 
many more improve their energy efficiency, save General Fund dollars and increase student 



learning! If your district is interested in a free walk-through and proposal, contact us today at 
(319) 653-2123 or shoot us an email. If you have worked with ISFIS in the past or present, 
give Larry Sigel a call at (515) 251-5970 to learn more about what we offer and other school 
district’s we have worked with! 
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Installing LEDs: Benefits of Ballast Bypass 
 
 
If you walk into a building, whether it’s an office, school, library, or store, you are likely to see 
fluorescent lighting if you look up. You may even notice a few bulbs burnt out, or some flickering 
on their last legs. What you can’t see is that the bulb is actually fine, and it’s the ballast that has 
gone bad. The ballast is the metal fixture that encases the fluorescent tubes, and they require 
just as much maintenance as burnt out bulbs. 

When installing LED linear tubes to replace fluorescent lights, there are a few options for what 
to do with the ballast. Some companies will direct fit the lights to the ballast, essentially just 
replacing the tube. At Sitler’s, we believe in bypassing the ballast, further reducing your energy 
and maintenance costs. Keep reading to discover why we think it’s the best option for you! 

ISSUES WITH BALLASTS 

First, what exactly is a ballast? In a fluorescent lighting system, a ballast regulates the current 
to the lamp and provides sufficient voltage to start the lamp. If you use fluorescent lighting 
without a ballast, the lamps would increasingly and uncontrollably increase its current draw. 

So what is the issue with ballasts? They are necessary for fluorescent lighting, but also cause 
issues of their own. The ballast itself can go bad, which causes lights to flicker or even appear 
to be burnt out, when in fact they aren’t. They require maintenance and energy to power, on top 
of the power used to light the fluorescent bulb. They are a large part of the equation when using 
fluorescent lamps. 

THE PROBLEM WITH DIRECT FIT LEDS 

LED direct fit linear lamps are an easy way to upgrade your lighting and save on energy with 
little to no effort. The lights may shine brightly at first, but you will begin to notice flickering or 
“burnt” out lights soon enough. If you installed direct fit LED lights and kept the ballast intact, 
what you are seeing is in fact a bad ballast, not a bad bulb. LED light bulbs are great because 
they have a life of 50,000 hours. If you see bulbs out after months or even a few years, it’s likely 
to be a ballast issue, not a bulb issue. 

BENEFITS OF THE BALLAST BYPASS 

While it’s a little extra work to bypass the ballast before installing LED linear tubes, we at 
Sitler’s think the benefits far outweigh the work that goes into it. 

No matter how new or well maintained your ballasts are, they will all eventually go bad.This 
means taking apart the entire fixture to replace an expensive ballast. When installing LEDs, we 
bring in electricians to rewire the fixture to bypass the ballast. This leaves your fixture intact and 
looking the same, but takes bad ballasts out of your maintenance equation. When an LED bulb 



does burn out (between 15-20 years in most cases) you simply replace the bulb, which is much 
more cost-effective and less time consuming than replacing an entire ballast. 

LEDS in and of themselves are much more efficient than fluorescent bulbs. Unlike fluorescent 
tubes, LEDs don’t require a ballast to regulate current. When using direct fit LEDs, the ballast is 
still using energy and eating into your possible energy savings. With a ballast bypass, you are 
only paying for the energy the LED lights use, which is up to 70% less than traditional bulbs! 

SAY BYE TO YOUR BALLASTS WITH SITLER’S! 

When you purchase LED linear lights from Sitler’s, we bring in electricians to rewire the ballasts 
before installing the new lights to make sure you receive the best lighting and the best energy 
savings possible. Get started today by giving us a call at (319) 653-2123 or send us an email! 
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5 Benefits of Buying from a Specialty LED Company 
 
The LED lighting market has blown up in the last 10 years, even more significantly so in the past 
five. In the early days of LEDs, it was hard to find them amongst the mass-marketed lighting 
options. Now, you can walk into any large home improvement and maintenance store and stare 
for hours at a wall of LED lighting options. 

The booming LED business is great news for home and business owners alike, but can be 
confusing to navigate. What LED replaces fluorescent, incandescent or CFLs best? How many 
lumens do I want? How many watts do I need? While LEDs are easy to locate at big box stores, 
it doesn’t necessarily make the purchasing and installing process easier. 

There is a wide variety of benefits of work with a speciality LED lighting company, as opposed to 
a large home maintenance chain, but today we are going to focus on five! To learn more about 
the overarching benefits of working with a speciality LED company, keep reading below. 

1. UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Whether you are attempting to navigate your way through a warehouse store or are scrolling 
through LED products online, good customer service is hard to come by. If you are walking 
through a store, simply finding a salesman, let alone one that actually works in the lighting 
department, feels like an epic scavenger hunt. When shopping online, you may find yourself 
chatting with a computer bot or stuck on hold while trying to find answers to your questions. 

When working a speciality LED lighting company, customer service is the lifeblood of the 
business. You will work with an experienced lighting consultant, able to contact them by their 
personal email and phone number whenever you have a question or run into a problem. Your 
queries will be answered quickly and effectively. Instead of searching through hundreds of LED 
products, your lighting consultant will work with you to find the best fit from the beginning. 

2. YOU’LL ALWAYS HAVE A FACE WITH A NAME 

When working with a smaller, specialty lighting company, your lighting consultant is YOUR 
lighting consultant. No bouncing around between coworkers and customer service reps. From 
beginning to end, your LED lighting consultant will walk through every step with you, from 
picking out replacement bulbs to following up on installation. The added benefit of working with 
a specialty LED company is that is all they do! 

3. ELECTRICIAN AND MANUFACTURER RELATIONSHIPS 

Specialty lighting companies work hard to forge relationships with manufacturers to bring you, 
the customer, the best LED lighting at the best price. Lighting consultants work hard to maintain 
relationships with their manufacturers and electricians in order to bring you the best customer 
service and products. By creating strong working relationships with these other business, 



companies such as Sitler’s are able to ensure quality LED products and efficient installations 
completed by certified electricians. This creates the best possible LED experience! 

4. WORKING WITH CLIENTS LARGE AND SMALL 

Whether you are a homeowner, small business owner just starting out, or a large warehouse 
facility, your business matters. At Sitler’s, we make time for all clients of all sizes. There is no 
job too small or too large! 

5. COMPANY/CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS PAST THE POINT OF 
PURCHASE 

You may imagine your working relationship with your lighting consultant is done after a 
purchase has been made. This may be true of larger box stores, but not specialty lighting 
companies. Lighting consultants at Sitler’s work hard to maintain company/client relationships 
past the point of purchase. Whether you need more lights in the future, encounter a problem 
with your bulbs, or want to refer friends and colleagues, Sitler’s will be there to answer the call! 

FIND YOUR BEST LED LIGHTING EXPERIENCE WITH SITLER’S! 

If you are looking for a specialty LED company that values customer relations, offers quality 
products and services, and beats out larger stores in customer service and experience, look no 
further than Sitler’s LED Supplies! Start your LED adventure today by giving us a call at (319) 
653-2123 or send us an email! 

 


